
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LIFE OF THE GREG GRAFFIN

Greg Graffin The band Bad religion was formed in the early eighties and has now been around over 15 years and has
released over eight albums, the lead.

I felt lost, and the punk scene made me feel like I had a community. We'll take a look right away. So these
issues are going to start affecting the average consumer, and as we learn more about evolution and natural
science this kind of information is going to infuse into everyday lives. How did the writing of the book work,
since it is essentially half memoir? GG: Steve and I are friends, and he's such a gifted writer, and he's able to
streamline my own ideas and thoughts better than I can. Are there songs and ideas from your youth you think
are misguided now? And at the same time, I started reading books on science and reading books on evolution,
and that made me feel a connection to a larger organic milieu. GG: I hope to write more books; I'm enjoying
this process a lot. In addition to fronting the band for longer than the lifespan of The Beatles and Zeppelin
combined, Graffin has also found time to pursue his love of science. A lot of scientists bristle at that. With his
debut book, Anarchy Evolution, Graffin attempted to outline some of the scientific and philosophical concepts
that have been driving his lyrics all these years. I think pondering the forces of creation is beyond me. At the
same time his introduction to science, the theory of evolution and Charles Darwin set him on a path from
which he would never waver. AVC: It becomes especially germane when you discuss systems that have arisen
as the cause of suffering, as opposed to just the actors within. We still have more creativity in us. I'd like to
know more about him and I'd like to be friends with him. That's why we insist that evolution is not really a
process where everything is in control. GG: After the so-called modern synthesis of the 20th century, and
here's where we might lose a lot of general readers Then there are people who get comfort from it, and I think
comfort's a good thing. JC: So her being here is a coincidence? I didn't really have a lot of comforting stories
from the narratives of religion to give me some understanding of big picture questions. You know how
looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? But I can tell you this:
As long as we cling to this illusion of free will, we will always be able to justify putting some other population
below ourselves, and assume that they are evil, and we are good. JC: Do you ever think you might be wrong
about the existence of god? GG: I think you answered you own question with the setup. His latest record,
"Millport" was released on March 10,  On top of the longevity of these lectures, he fails to establish a solid
connection with what he was writing about before he starts telling me how Americans use pesticide on their
lawns. In , he commented on the project, "It's sitting on someone's shelf waiting to be developed. I still do. I
had sex last night with three other girls and you're number five for today, what do you say? AVC: The book
definitely has at least two major claims. I never thought of you as the type to avail yourself of groupies, yet in
the book, you speak frankly about having done so.


